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(our focus)

LARGE-SCALE INTERNET 
EVENTS

• Events that impact services for a 
significant section of the Internet

• Multiple networks/providers

•Widespread geographic/human 
impact

• E.g. outages due to Hurricane Sandy; 
Tohoku Earthquake; malicious scans/
attacks; routing hijacks; etc.
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(dimensions)
EVENT VIEWS

1.Geographic

• City, State, Country, etc

2.Network Traffic

• # packets, # bytes, # sources, etc

• Visualized using the Cuttlefish tool

http://www.caida.org/tools/visualization/cuttlefish/
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(dimensions)
EVENT VIEWS

3.Internet Address Space
• IP address, Address Ranges, 

Autonomous Systems, etc
• Visualized using ipv4-heatmap tool
• Hilbert space-filling curve

• all three dimensions evolve 
over time

http://maps.measurement-factory.com/software
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(putting it all together)
COORDINATED VIEW

• Combine views into a single 
frame

• Synchronized by time

• Each view augments information 
shown in others

•Whole is greater than the sum of 
the parts

A Coordinated View of the Temporal Evolution of Large-scale Internet Events 9

Fig. 6: Single frame from our multiple view animation of the sipscan discussed in Section 6 and available
for viewing at [8]. Combining the geographic and address space coverage with the time-series of network
traffic-related statistics (unique number of observed communicating IP addresses) throughout the scan
provides a high-level view of the coordinated and distributed nature of the event.

ple coordinated view visualization to confirm and analyze the extraordinarily stealth
scanning behavior of the botnet.

Figure 6 shows an example frame from the animation of the sipscan correspond-
ing to a 320-s interval during the scan. The prominent world map at the top of the
frame displays the inferred geographic location of hosts sending probing packets that
reached the UCSD Network Telescope. The size of the circles represents the number
of unique source IP addresses from this location, and the color represents the number
of packets received from all observed IP addresses in this location. We represent both
values because we found that hosts send probing packets with different rates (i.e.,
number of packets from a geographical location is not directly proportional to the
number of hosts).

The graph in the lower left of the image plots traffic-related statistics over time,
in this case showing the total number of unique source IP addresses sending sipscan
probes observed in each 320s interval. The two black squares in the bottom center and
bottom right are address space maps showing the addresses of the /8 network of the
UCSD Network Telescope that have been probed up to this point in the scan. While
the address map in the center shows the original IP addresses, the one on the right is
constructed with the IP addresses in reverse byte order. This different representation
allowed us to examine and validate our hypothesis (based on manual inspection of
packets) that the scan was selecting the target IP by increments in reverse byte or-
der. The animation clearly shows this behavior: the center address map displays an
apparent random filling pattern, whereas the one on the right shows a progression
that impressively follows the Hilbert curve. The strict observance of this pattern vis-
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(trying it out)
CASE STUDIES

• Two Case Studies:
• The sipscan

• Egypt Internet Blackout

• Data captured by the UCSD Network Telescope (darknet)
• Sipscan data available at 

http://www.caida.org/data/passive/sipscan_dataset.xml
• Egypt Internet Blackout data will be released as part of an 

Educational Dataset at the end of 2012
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(or, Network Telescopes)
DARKNETS

Infected Host
Randomly Scanning
the Internet

UCSD Network Telescope
Darknet xxx.0.0.0/8

DST:xxx.1.2.3
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(a case study)
THE SIPSCAN

• “/0” scan from a botnet

• February 2011 

• Scanning SIP servers with a query on UDP port 5060

A. Dainotti, A. King, K. Claffy, F. Papale, A. Pescapè, 
“Analysis of a "/0" Stealth Scan from a Botnet”,
ACM SIGCOMM Internet Measurement Conference 2012
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(why was it interesting?)
THE SIPSCAN

• Covered the entire IPv4 address space (in 12 days)

• Highly Coordinated

• Small overlap in targets probed
• Good coverage

• Stealthy

• Large turnover of geographically distributed bots
• Reverse byte order increment of target IP
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(another example)

EGYPTIAN INTERNET 
BLACKOUT

• Egyptian government ordered Internet censorship

•Most BGP routes to Egyptian networks withdrawn

• 5 days beginning January 27 2011

A. Dainotti, C. Squarcella, E. Aben, K. C. Claffy, M. Chiesa, M. Russo, and A. Pescapé. 
“Analysis of country-wide internet outages caused by censorship.”
ACM SIGCOMM Internet Measurement Conference 2012
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(and why it is interesting)

EGYPTIAN INTERNET 
BLACKOUT

• Internet access was denied to an entire country
... even to the malware

• Conficker-infected hosts can no longer send packets

GMT, related to 15 IPv4 prefixes routed by EgAS2.3. Further losses
of BGP connectivity are visible in the next two hours, summing up
to 236 withdrawn IPv4 prefixes. The biggest disruption then ap-
pears as an almost vertical drop in Figure 3, with the initial step at
22:12:26 GMT, after which roughly 2500 prefixes disappear within
a 20 minute interval. At 23:30:00 GMT only 176 prefixes remain
visible.

Figure 5 shows the same sequence of events separated by the six
main Egyptian ASes. Although the image seems to suggest a time
sequence for the interleaving BGP withdrawals, we can make no
safe assumption on the chronology of underlying decisions.

Contrary to IPv4 prefixes, there was no major change in visi-
bility for IPv6 prefixes. Of the six IPv6 prefixes in AfriNIC’s del-
egated file, only one is seen in RIS and this prefix of length /32
is announced by IntAS1, a major international carrier. This prefix
stayed visible during the outage, as did all its more specific prefixes
seen in RIS (20 /48s announced by EgAS4 and 1 /48 by EgAS6).

Figure 6 shows a breakdown of the traffic observed by the UCSD
network telescope in three categories: conficker, backscatter, and
other. Conficker refers to TCP SYN packets with destination port
445 and packet size 48 bytes. While we assume that these packets
are generated by systems infected by the Conficker worm scanning
for new victims, we cannot be absolutely certain, although our in-
ferences are valid if the majority of packets satisfy this assumption.
The most important implication of the assumption is that the source
IP addresses are not spoofed; if they were, the geolocation mapping
would be meaningless.

The backscatter category of traffic requires careful treatment.
When an attacker uses fake source IP addresses in a denial-of-
service attack targeting a victim in the address space we are trying
to observe, backscatter traffic from the victim IP addresses can in-
crease suddenly and dramatically, jeopardizing our inferences about
background traffic levels coming from this address space. So our
methodology must identify and filter out this backscatter traffic.

The other category represents all other packets composing the
background radiation [45] captured by the network telescope: worms,
generic scanning and probing activity, misconfigurations, etc.

Figure 6 reveals the diurnal patterns of activity in Conficker traf-

3AS numbers anonymized, see Appendix A
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Figure 2: Unsolicited packets from IPs geolocated in Egypt to UCSD’s net-
work telescope. The two dramatic changes in the packet rate respectively
match the withdrawals and reannoucements of BGP routes to Egyptian net-
works.

fic, which are typical of (infected) PCs that are not kept on 24 hours
per day. Conficker traffic is the dominant component, and stays par-
tially alive even during the outage, for two reasons: (i) some pre-
fixes are still visible via BGP and (ii) outbound connectivity still
works for some networks. For a given network, BGP withdrawals
are a consequence of either propagation of a withdrawal from else-
where in the network, or a data-plane failure immediately adjacent
to the router. In the former case the network is unreachable from the
outside world, but may still be able to send packets in the outbound
direction. In the same figure, the backscatter traffic has some spikes
related to a couple of denial-of-service attacks which we discuss in
Section 5.1.3.

The other category of traffic in Figure 6 is most interesting: soon
after the Egyptian networks are again BGP-reachable, the packet
rate of this traffic grows much higher than before the outage. By
analyzing traffic from the entire Internet reaching the UCSD dark-
net, we found that a large UDP/TCP scan targeted toward a spe-
cific service was conducted from thousands of hosts all around the
world.4 The diurnal pattern suggests this traffic was a coordinated
scan operated by a botnet, which started on January 31st (based
on global traffic to the telescope) and lasted several days. It looks
like the Egyptian hosts infected by the botnet lost communication
with the botnet control channel during the outage, but after BGP
connectivity returned, they started to participate in the coordinated
scan. The interesting insight is that scanning activities under botnet
control cannot operate in the absence of bidirectional connectivity
(since the bots cannot communicate with their controller) but ran-
dom scans from worm-infected hosts still do, and are still visible by
the telescope when the senders are not BGP-reachable but still con-
nected to the network. Such gaps between what the telescope can
see globally versus from a specific country can help define criteria
for the automated detection and classification of such events.

More than 3165 IPv4 prefixes are delegated to Egypt and man-
aged by 51 ASes. In order to sketch per-AS observations by the
network telescope, we classify the traffic observed from Egyptian
IP addresses by the AS responsible for (“originating”) the IP ad-
dresses. Figure 7 shows the packet rate of traffic observed by the
telescope from two major ASes in Egypt: EgStateAS, and EgAS4.
EgStateAS is the largest Egyptian Internet service provider.

Figure 5 shows that many of the prefixes announced by EgStateAS
via BGP were withdrawn on or shortly after January 27. A small set

4The UDP packets sent during this scan have specific properties
that allow us to recognize them, but details are beyond the scope of
the paper
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Figure 3: Disconnection of Egyptian IPv4 prefixes via BGP during the out-
age on January 27, based on data from RouteViews and RIPE NCC’s RIS.
For each disconnected prefix, the red line drops down at the instant in which
a lasting (i.e., not temporarily fluctuating) BGP withdrawal is first observed.

•Drop in packets to TCP port 445 
observed by the UCSD Network 
Telescope
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CONCLUSIONS

• Applied several Information Visualization techniques to large-scale 
Internet events.

• Used Multiple Coordinated Views to study temporal evolution 
along different dimensions.

• Potentially allows insights individual views do not
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(where are we going with this?)
FUTURE WORK

• Develop additional views/dimensions to include

• Integrate into near-realtime reporting system for Telescope

• Leverage web frameworks (e.g. D3) for interactive viz

• Improve signal to noise ratio by utilizing different geographic 
aggregation methods (e.g. Voronoi diagrams)
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(suggestions?)
QUESTIONS?

• Animations are available at:
http://www.caida.org/publications/papers/2012/
coordinated_view_internet_events/supplemental/
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